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LE'I.I'ERS of COMMENT
A rather interesting and tragic thing happened to
me while preparing this issue of TMC: I suffered a
catastrophic hard disk failure! Words that strike fear
into the heart of any user. The interesting part of this
tragedy was observing that, withoutever makinga
conscious decision to do so, I had begun to trust my
hard disk and had taken to using floppy backups
more for archival purposes than daily backup. Thus I
lost the transcribed P.C. Hodgell interview and one
short story and the LOCs column. Happily, I had at
least printed out the LOCs and interview and mailed
them down to Christine for her comments; she'd
returned them to me in the mail mere days before
The Event and therefore we were able to simply rekey them instead of fumbling through the letter file or
spending hours (again} transcribing a poor-quality
cassette.
I don't offer this story for your pity, or even as one
more excuse for the "lateness" of this issue - I share
it because, were someone to ask me, I'd have
answered, "Yes, I always backup my work," and -obviously-- that just wasn't true. The human brain is a
remarkable thing but we can still be undone by habit,
or the errosion of same. A word to the wise is sufficient... "sigh"
--Lynn "everyday I get the blues" Maudlin

A few comments about #7, another winner.
I don't think Lawrence Schimel will have to worry
about "unkind" criticism. His imagery in "Camelot
Station" was great. I liked the poem very rruch. Well
written.
I enjoyed "The Song of the Mother of Waters"
also. Evelyn Cooper gave it a feeling of depth that I
liked. Besides, I like rivers, trees, and happy endings. This was one of my favorite stories in #7.
Jefferson P. Swycaffer's "Dance of the Blind" was
also good, though it was hard to imagine this
Caroline and Daran as the same characters as
those in his last story. I liked the mood and description. The dialogue was well handled. If the story had
a weakness it was that there was a little too much
explanation at the end.
Tim Callahan's art was great. My favorite was the
drawing on page 11. Actually, all the art was good in
this issue. The different styles seemed to go well
with the stories they illustrated.
I liked "The Fleeing Woman" by William Saxton.
The ending was well done. It surprised me. I
thought it was going to be one of those "no point"
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stories that seem to be so popular in some
magazines. I'm glad it wasn't. The main criticism I
have for "The Swan Chariot" is that it really isn't a
short story. It's more of a prologue to a novel (one
that I would very much like to read}. I definitely want
to know more about Nilhima the Maiden goddess
(her diamond tears and ruby footprints} and this
whole world. One small detail I had trouble with: I
can't imagine an Otter-god being treacherous. I've
watched otters play too often; they seem the most
fun- loving of all animals. Tim Callahan's drawing
seems perfect for this story (actually this may be my
favorite Tim Callahan drawing; it's hard to decide}.
"Tobacco Seekers"' weakness is that things
come too easy for Groundhog's Mother. You really
don't feel that he is ever in danger.
"Head Over Heels" was good. Very well written. I
enjoyed the humor, especially the way it started out.
I hope to see more stories by H. Lovekin.
Both of Angelee Sailer Anderson's contributions
were good. "Ye Cinnamon Beare" was fun; Lynn
Maudlin's art went very well with it. It seems that it
could easily be adapted into a children's story. I
liked the line "So nearly, reaping one for Heaven
meant" in the "Sonnet" but I'm sorry that this poem
needed to be written.
I didn't like "Bleeding Heart" because of the ending. It implied something totally inconsistent with
Christianity and Christian worship. Hopefully, I
misunderstood Margaret Nevinski's meaning.
"A Harpy's Love" seemed to build up to a climax
that never really came off. It was kind of a cheat
that Byron knew all along what Nardia was but
strung her along anyhow. I realize, given the circumstances, that a really good ending couldn't be
found. Maybe this story called for a tragic ending
rather than a compromise between happy and sad.
As far as Nardia is concerned, nothing is really
resolved. At least that is how I saw it.
I liked the ending of "Dry Leaves: I did have
trouble with the one line "Hidden in the mists of
time." Mist implies dampness. whereas most of the
poem refers to dryness ("dry leaves," "crackle,"
"bones," iire and flame"}. Besides, "mists of time" is
a cliche. Other than that one line I enjoyed the
poem.
I liked nearly all of #7. I hope all the artists in this
issue return for the next one, including Cindy Rako
(I missed Bonnie Callahan's art}. Looking forward to

#8.
Ron Blizzard
Ventura, California

I know very little more about swycetters Caroline
& Daran than you do - I believe they exist in an alternate Earth with somewhat differentphysicallaws
and I know he's writtenmany storiesabout them but
that's about it (I did call him on the telephone to
check their human form when Bonnie Callahanillustrated "Rowingin Circles Again" (MC5) because
she thought Caroline had wings and I wasn't sure;
they have human form). Like "Dance of the Blind,"
Gwenyth's "The Swan Chariot" is part of another
well- developed world.I believe this comes from the
second (unpublished) novel BUT the firstis available (see listingon page 49).
Christineand I wanted to print "BleedingHeart"
because we figuredwe'd get responses - and we
did! Thanksfor sharingyours. Finally,I simply
MUSTrespond (hold her back, boys!) to "Dry
Leaves" and your "mists of time" comments: the
thirdsong I ever wrote (at the tender age of 12) was
titled "Mists of Time" and my sister, to torture me,
will still hum it around the house...
CISL: And I will own up to having written a poem
entitled "Somewhere in the Dim Past" which featured "misty time" as a phrase. This was age 13-just before I realizedI'd never be a poet.

On Mythic Circle #7, overall quality: good. Pity
some of the art didn't reproduce well. Perhaps some
instructions to the artists to avoid line drawings, or
go tongue-lash the printer.
I didn't care for every story equally well, but that
is a matter of personal taste - different things appeal
to different people. I enjoyed "Camelot Station"
(nice comic touch), "Ye Cinnamon Beare" (ditto).
"Sonnet For A Mystical Son" was moving and welldone in a form seldom attempted these days. I
didn't like "another poem" by gary barwin, reasons
why to follow. I enjoyed "The Swan Chariot" where's the novel? What follows may sound like nitpicking and it is. But you said this is a writers'
workshop and desired specific comments, so I will
give them; it does not follow that the rest of the story
was poor - only that this particular thing caught my
notice. In many cases the rest of the story was
good, which is why the thing stood out.
Infelicitous lines: "Ye Cinnamon Beare," line 2,
"not only because that is the colour his fur was ... "
Why not simply "because that was the colour of his
fur, and because ... " This one clunker aside, the rest
of the story was good and the author has a nice
touch with names.
"The Tobacco Seekers" has a few modernisms
that bothered me. Of course, the choice of language
is the author's privilege and if he wants to make it
sound as though it were being told NOW, well and
good. If a timeless quality were desired and I got

that i"l)ression from the general tone of the story,
then pop-psychology phrases like, "I am feeling guilty about..." stick out. How would this emotion have
been expressed fifty or a hundred years ago? Just a
thought.
Setting: I liked "Dance of the Blind" but thought
the magic-causing alternate-world setting (Ct. the
"deathcaster") was unnecessary. Perhaps this was
done to give credence to the consultation with the
image later, but the entire story would have fit equally well in the real Scotland of Romance without
straining the imagination about deathcasters. There
are ghosties and magic in real Scotland. Again, just
one reader's opinion. Now for the dislike. gary
barwin's "another poem" to me epitomizes much
that I dislike about modern poetry. The reason that it
irritated me so is that the middle was very good but the totally unrelated beginning and the fuzzy ending ruined it all.
Poetry is much more compact than prose. Every
word should contribute - recognizably - to the poet's
argument. The beginning of this one doesn't. "a
rabbi, a schoolboy, and a tailor walk into a bar."
Sounds like we're going to have another Irishman,
Englishman, and Scotsman joke. And what's a
schoolboy doing in a bar anyway - isn't he underage? Do you mean perhaps a student? Perhaps
you think my questions are irrelevant to the poem
that follows - and they are - but these are the images your words call up. Why do you use them?
If the intent were to contrast the materialism of
the older men with the idealism of the schoolboy, it
isn't developed. Since the bar-image is never
developed further, why mention it at all? Or, if you
were going to bring the schoolboy back to the real
world in the end, why not return to the bar - instead
of materializing in Loblaw's parking lot? YOUR
BEGINNING AND YOUR END JUST DON'T FIT! and that's what makes me mad. Because you
caught me with the middle part, and if you hadn't
caught me I wouldn't care enough to get mad. 'Nutt
said.
Nancy Martsch
Sherman Oaks

gary barwinis not a subscriber, but I'm going to
copy this page and mail it off to himbecause your
passionateresponse to "anotherpoem"desperately
needs to be seen by the author. Whether a purely
objectivecriticand tsa of modern poetry would
respond in the same manner is neitherhere nor
there - yours is a genuine response createdby his
poem, by his choice of words and approach,and
the author must take responsibilityfor his work.
Maybe you'vejust given him EXACTLY the
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response he was working to elicit (in which case,
Hgreat job, gary·) but it's more likely your response
is an unanticipated one.
As for not liking every story equally, shoot, w

don't like every story equally and we pick 'em!

Issue #7 must have been a provocative one, as I
find that I have an inordinate number of things to say
. about it. But let me begin by again thanking Lynn
and Christine for the investment of time and effort
-that makes this publication possible.
In response to the editors' query, I would indeed
like to see another poetry-intensive issue of TMC as
well as· perhaps a little more poetry in each issue.
Poetry is more difficult to comment on, however, and
this is especially true for me of the modem sort of
poetry that dominates Issue #7, since my sympathies are with the more traditional and structured
variety (this is not to say that I can't appreciate any
modern poetry; I like T. S. Eliot, for instance). I did
enjoy "Camelot Station"; the knights as trains (or
vice versa) metaphor was original and perfectly supported by Tim's drawing, though I thought the ending
of the poem a little weak.
"The Song of the Mother of Waters" is stylistically
lovely, musical and read-aloudable, though I would
caution against modern (there's that dirty word
again) prosaic incursions such as short phrases
forming entire paragraphs as at the end of page 3
and the beginning of 4. This is evidently meant to
have dramatic impact. but is, I think, ineffective and
much overused. In any case, it does not fit in this
story. The story itself did not move me as much as it
ought to have, not because I have a problem with
anthropomorphized trees or rivers (see my LOG last
issue), but because these were not anthropomorphized enough. I wanted their emotions to be less
distanced and more deeply revealed. But this is personal taste.
I'm glad to know that Jefferson Swycatter's "The
Dance of the Blind" was inspired by a piece of
music; music is a wonderful imaginative aid for conjuring up moods and mental pictures. This story
opens very effectively, and Duncan's tale of the
ghost flows well; but in general Swycaffer's style,
judging from what little I've read, suffers from disjointedness, and he cannot seem to make up his mind
whether he wants to be poetic or colloquial. There
are descriptive lapses, too -- "vast. vast hall", for example. (Who, by the way, are Caroline and Daran?
I've met them in two stories now and still don't feel
that I know a thing about them.) The statement of
theme at the end of the story is much too direct, and
also confused. Swycaff er speaks of "the clarity of the
afterlife," then goes on to describe earthly life as a
"spark of light we share together between the two enTHE MYTHIC CIRCLE #8, pg. 36

gulfing darknesses." Is the attertife clear, or is it
dark?
I read "Editing the Sky" more than once, and
missed the point each time. I am not only unsure
that this is a fantasy, but I am unsure that it is a
story. Help, someone?
The central image of the statue in "The Fleeing
Woman" was haunting and portentous, but the
climax of the story did not fullfill my expectations;
something more should have happened. It did not
work technically, in this case, to switch points of
view at the very end.
I know that ~he Swan-Chariot" is part of a much
larger story, and I can only pray that someone will
publish Gwenyth's books so we can know more of it.
Gwenyth's style continues to flower; the opening is
especially beautiful, and there is quite an adequate
amount of descriptive detail, the lack of which I
noted in her book~ Coming Qf tM Demons. The
Christian parallels in her mythology are subtle
enough yet powerful.
I am curious about Douglas Rossman's
"Cherokee Tales Retold" --what are the originals
like? 'The Tobacco Seekers" has a real folk-tale feel
to it, and I am wondering how much of the story is
Rossman's own and how much is as he found it.
Also (forgive me - I really am not a feminist), do any
of these stories have women in them?
The concept of "Head Over Heels" is amusing; I
have the feeling that this was a case of the title inspiring the story (not necessarily a bad thing). It
needs a consistent time-frame, though. The switch
after two paragraphs from currentness to retrospection and then back again after a few more paragraphs serves only to confuse.
"Bleeding-Heart: A Love Story" is exquisite; a
story after my own heart, indeed, with its blend of
erotic and religious imagery. The style has a lovely
simplicity and purity to it which fits perfectly with the
conventual setting. The sensual details contribute
enormously to the story's hushed yet breathless,
passionate yet holy atmosphere - the beads clicking between white hands, the f rag ranee of freshly
ironed underlinen, the round fingernails like little
shells, the tiny buttons of the novice's habit as she
hastily fastens them.
~he Unicorn Tapestry" contains a good idea, but
the writing needs refinement. The first two sentences, for example, are awkward: "I greeted him
without looking up from my loom. He was still waiting on the threshold when I finally did." This might
be better as: "I greeted him without looking up from
my loom. When finally I raised my eyes, he was still
waiting on the threshold." "Dropped off another
item" is an unfortunate choice of words. The tense
shift in the penultimate paragraph is too abrupt.
The story of "A Harpy's Love" was generally quite

interesting, though the conclusion was too precious
for my taste. I wanted either tragedy, or "great
eucatastrophe," not this lukewarm compromise.
Schabel's writing has a lot of rough edges that need
smoothing out; though he or she clearly isn't one for
poetry, a littleless colloquialism would be nice in a

story about such classically mythical beings as harpies. There are instances of ambiguous pronouns;
for example, the two "she"s in the first two sentences of the second paragraph should not be referring
to two different people, as this creates confusion;
the same problem with the pronoun "he" exists in
the two sentences beginning with "I only hope he'll
help .. ." A comma should properly replace the semicolon in "Nardia," she said; then quickly directed the
topic to him," and in • ... the six men seemed to be
quarreling among themselves; too much so for them
to be aware of her or Byron" (but perhaps these are
typos?). "Dena" needs to be explained a little more
clearly. The initial mention of it makes it sound as
though the word refers to the blending of essences
of different living things, whereas more reading
makes it apparent that it refers to the individual essences themselves. To return to praise, the description of the battle impressed me; I usually find these
so boring that I cannot concentrate enough to follow
what is happening, but I did not have that problem
here.
Thank you so much for giving my "Sonnet for a
Mystical Son" a full page in Issue #7. I should point
out, though, that a word was omitted in line 13. It
should read, "That death, which reigns where did
abide my womb." As it stands, it makes sense but is
metrically incorrect. Also, at Sir Cinnamon's wedding feast cates and dainties were served, not
"cakes" as the editors have ammended it (cate
being an archaic word for delicacy). Lesson: Never
assume a typo unless you have looked the supposed error up in the dictionary.
I must again laud Lynn for her illos for "Ye Cinnamon Beare," which manage to be humorous
without being too cartoony (cartoonish?).
Answers to comments on "Long as the Rivers
Run·: I am happy that Janet Reedman was so
moved by the story. Susan is in fact a very
autobiographical character, which may answer
Janet's question as to whether I am English by birth - no, regrettably.
Pat Reynold's suggestion about substituting
"handbag" for •purse" after Susan turns English is
very helpful and I shall heed it. As to "yester" being
a strange word for Susan's father to use, I am sure
you are right, but, alas, I love the sound of it so well.
Perhaps he is a very poetic gentleman? I do not understand the objection to Susan's being "born to an
Englishman." "Born to" does not, to my knowledge,
mean the same as "born of" (i.e. born from the body
of) as Pat seems to imply, and if it did, her sugges-

tion of "born to the hearth of an Englishman" would
not solve the problem, as hearths do not give birth
any more than do men (not literally, at least). Susan
was born .Qf an Englishwoman to. an Englishman.
"Unto us a child is born" surely was not intended to
mean that we are all collectively going to give birth
to the Messiah.
I sympathize with Ron Blizzard's feeling that the
story is rather fatalistic, but I do not see this as
being incompatible with a Christian viewpoint. Chris. tians -- Bibically, historically, and paradoxically (Blizzard will know all about paradoxes, being a
Chesterton enthusiast) -- believe in both free will
and predestination. My husband has long pointed
out to me that my stories tend to emphasize the destiny aspect, perhaps because so many of the circumstances that have had most impact on me ·
personally (such as losing loved ones through
death) have been ones in which I have had no
choice but that of respondingin faith or despair, for I
could not act to effect the circumstances themselves. "Long as the Rivers Run· is true to life in that
changes often come upon us unpreventably even
when we have warning of them. Whether or not this
makes good story material is arguable, and perhaps
the tragic muse in me is too strong.
I apologize to all for the length of this letter; 1·11 try
to keep it a little shorter in future.
Angelee Sailer Anderson
Westminster, CA

As with all magazines, unless we want to become
an exercise in egotism we can only print what we
receive and, when it comes to poetry, the vast
majorityis free verse. I wonderexactly why that is?
Do poets generally find the constraints of classic
poetic forms 'unnatural'in this day and age?
I read Editina The Skv as a 'sliceof life' piece;
quitepopular these days (fr'instance,The Aocidental Tourist was also a 'slice of life' piece - just a
much bigger slice!) and they requirevery little in the
way of plot (action, conflict, resolution,etc.). How
about the rest of you out there? I share my limited
knowledge of Swycaff ers Daren and Carolineafter
Ron Blizzard'sLOC; Doug Rossman will need to
answer for himself as I know nothing about the
Cherokee mythos.
I apologize for the droppedword in "Sonnet for a
Mystical Son;" that's a genuineLynn-error (unfortunately not all that rare), executed despitea veryconscious effort made while typing and proofingthe
poem (I find it very difficult to proof myself). As for
"cates" in Ye Cinnamon Beare, we dumped your file
directly into Ventura Publisherand never ran a
spellcheck (I don't even have a spellcheckerthat
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would work with your word processor!). If YOUR file
is correct we now have a genuine M'Circle mystery!
Hmmmmmm.
CISL: Please don't apologize for the length of
your letters. They are always interesting and
thought-provoking, and the writers certainly desetve
as mscn in-depth commentary as our Commentators can type up.

I liked MC#7 a great deal, from the purple cover
on. Thematically, I would have enjoyed reading •Dry
Leaves· after ·song of the Mother of Waters,· which
I found very well written - I liked Ms Cooper's use of
language. "Dance of the Blind" makes me wish I
could read a story that would tell me a little more
about Caroline and Daran themselves, instead of a
story about things going on around them. Since this
is Swycatfer and the names are the same, I know
these are the same characters, but since that's
about the only similarity, I find it harder to try and
resolve the differences than I would to read about
new people. Nudge Mr. Swycatter on this, will you,
and see if you can wrangle a little background on
those two. I was disturbed by the poor repro of the
drawing on page 8 but then I realized it was a drawing of a ghost, so fading away is appropriate. Still, I
would have liked more definition on page 11 - at
least of the humans - especially with that bold black
cover credit underneath, because Tim Callahan's
work is so good.
All of this makes me realize that one of the
problems I now have with The Mythic Circle is
repro: when you first started it was clearly a little
project with lots to excuse - but the layout and type
is so rruch improved that now the staples-up-theside bother me, and if I see paste-up lines around
the drawings it bothers me. I guess my expectations
have been raised by how much better the magazine
has become. I don't know what the solution is (okay,
I do - you ask us to pay you more money - I'm not
wild about that idea). Still, I hope you will keep improving.
The girl on the train in "Editing the Sky" reminds
me of chance encounters with folks you'd just as
soon NOT encounter; it rang true. "Head over
Heels" is silly but I liked it, and "Ye Cinnamon
Beare" is charming and pun-ny. I found the poem
on page 40 (one of Gary Barwin's) strangely compelling. I really enjoyed the artwork accompanying
the poems, especially the skull on page 46 (my fondness for Georgia O'Keefe shows itself).
"Bleeding Heart" disturbed me and impressed
me. I don't quite know what I think; I don't quite
know what Margaret Nevinski was trying to say - is
this really the mystical union of Christ and the bride
of Christ, represented by the girl, or has the girl's ferTHE MYTHIC CIRCLE #8, pg. 38

vency turned a gardener into the Savior? Is this really a physical encounter? Well, you see what I mean.
"A Harpy's Love" frustrated me because it was an
interesting story (until the weak - but perhaps realistic - ending), but the writing was often awkward and
mundane. C.R. Schabel spends a lot of time telling
us about bQw the harpies came into being and
about other mythical creatures being part of the
reality of this world but there's no follow-up. The
reader doesn't need a pseudo-scientific explanation
for the existence of harpies because this is a fantasy story and we accept them as characters. I was
expecting the "Dena" to be central to the plot but it
never comes up again, nor do satyrs. On the other
hand, Schabel has some great scenes: Nardia challenging Lota ("is your wingspan as great as mine?!")
is especially effective. I wish I could be more
specific with my criticism but I just know I was interested enough to keep reading the story even though
I didn't like the author's style.
Thanks for another good issue and all the work
that goes into it. I look forward to #8.
Frances Garland
Miles City, Montana

I was very pleased with my copy of The Mythic
Circle. The magazine was very professionally
produced for a small press rl)ag. That computer program did wonders for the type and layout.
My two favorite stories were "A Harpy's Love"
and "The Song of the Mother of Waters." None of
the poetry did anything for me, though.
Lawrence Schimel
Brookville, New York'

I love it. See, not only is it hard to get a consensus on the relative merits of stories, it's hard to get a
consensus on the relative merits of the magazine!
Sometimes it's hard to know whether you're put off
by "style" or by limited ability; literature being an art
(last time I checked), there's no straightforward set
of criteria to meet; not quite like knowing whether
somebody did a good job of painting your house or
whether you got your checkbook balanced! That's
why it's especially helpful for our authors to get feedback from YOU, our much-appreciated readers.
As for the complaint about quality and reproduction, we do the best we can. Hopefully we'll continue to get better (hopefully this issue is run on
11x17 paper and stapled up the middle, another experiment) but Frances is certainly right, part of the
problem is our lack of money and our reluctance to

increase the price by much (please read the
editorial). And Lawrence is certainly right, we're very
professional for a completely amateur small press
'zine!
CISL: One solution: we need more readers, and
also our authors deserve more readers. Tell a friend
about MC -- buy a gift-sub for your mother-in- law!

suspect that captures the usual folk-tale telling style
rather well. But when I look at the commercial retelling of folktales -- and there is a large impulse at the
moment to recreate folktales - the style is hyped
up. If I may put it this way, Rossman's style sounds
authentic but not commercial. If the goal of .!he
Mythic Circle is to develop commercial writers, you
are going to have to deal with this.

I'd better get a note off before the next issue
comes out. Rrst, as predominantly a poet, not a fiction writer (despite the fable I sent off yesterday), I'd
vote for the occasional poetry issue. But the
majority rules, and I doubt that these aspiring
writers are as limited to verse as I am. If they are
going to try to become professional, they are almost
necessarily writers of prose.
Second, since the guidelines now fairly well limit
the works to be published to subscribers, I suggest
something radical: I suggest raising the subscription
price. Here's my reasoning -- I think the subscriptions should generate enough money to free five or
ten copies of each issue to be mailed by careful
decision of the editors to where they will do the
most good. I suggest maybe~
and other
reviewing areas; I suggest definitely the editors of
the two or three annual anthologies of the best- ofthe-year fantasies; perhaps elsewhere. I don't think
most of the stories in Mythic Circle are going to be
reprinted, but we might get an honorable mention
every fourth year or so. Oh yes, I was going to suggest sending a copy of each issue to Scavengers
Newsletter who has the best (probably) market
newsletter in the SF/fantasy/horror areas of the the
amateur press publications (with many comments
on the professional publications). Since the
guidelines would indicate that this was a closed
market, subscribers only, that shouldn't up the number of mss. to the editors too much (only those who
can't read-why are they writing?; but they do) and
might raise the number of subscribers. In the long
run, it's good publicity. It ties to the wish of the
workshoppers to become commercial writers.
Speaking of issues, let me say at least a word
about #7. I read Douglas A. Rossman's ·The Tobacco Seekers• with interest; partly just an interest in
the Cherokees, since I grew up in Oklahoma and I
have been to the Trail of Tears drama the Cherokee
tribe puts on there. (By the way, you said last issue
that Rossman had a book of Cherokee legends coming out - or actually out - but never gave any publication information about it. I think it might be nice to
give full information about our group's publications -of books, at least - in case we decide to read each
other's more expensive works.) What struck me as I
read Rossman's story was the style. It sounds like
many folk tales I have read - rather plain in style. I

Joe Christopher
Stephenville, Texas

Excellentpoint, a good suggestion.and a
provocative idea - what more could we ask froma
LOC?l You'll notice we've started a brag page with
a listof various accomplishmentsby membersof
this workshopand differentitems available. We
were hoping Doug's publisherwouldbuy an ad
(we'vegot such CHEAP rates) but decidednot to
hang on baited breath and go ahead and crow ourselves. You'll also notice your idea helpedinspire
the editorialthis issue and, what with the
Mythopoeic Society (our parent organization)
members' survey, we're coming up with our own
Mythic Circular Cirvay and hope everyone will invest twenty-fivecents (for a stamp) and the time to
respond.
CISL: A good suggestion,re sendingout 1 O
copies of each issue to various pro editors. We
have already been doing this, though not systematically, and rarelymore than two or three copies.
Your last point, about Douglas Rossman'sstyle
being "authenticbut not commercial"is interesting,
but I don't know if I agree. Certainly there'splenty of
folk-retellingsout there now, particularlyby certain
authors bent on exploitingthe Amerind tales of the
supernatural- as if to counter the plethora of cetticlneo-paganreligious pyrotechnics-- but I donY
know if that trend will last. Rossman'sfounda
steady, sure voice, and when one reads several of
his tales in a row (we only have space to print one
at a time here) his deceptivelysimplestyle is
cumulatively quite effective.In any case, your comment opens up the question of art versus sales -when do we tailor our art to fit the market? -- should
we? Is art doing what it should when we consider it
to be perfect - yet no one else seems able to comprehend it? Opposed to that, should we twistour
stories to fit a current marketingtrend. in order to
get a sale? Thanks for a thought-provokingLOC.

I must tell you how delighted I am with the quality
and handsome appearance of the latest MC. It
struck me that for pleasure and emotional and intellectual stimulation, Mythic Circle 7 was not merely
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•as good as" but better than some professional
magazines I've read. It's amazing how much you
can do with so little. The stories to which I refer particularly are Evelyn Cooper's, Jefferson Swycaffer's,
H. Lovekin's, and Angelee Anderson's (and that's
nearfy all I've read yet; this new job fills my time as
effectively as the old one did). The illustrations are
remarkable too; getting illustrated in MC is in some
ways better than being paid. Cindy Rako's work is a
beautiful addition to MC and I hope we see more of
her. Naturally I was especially fond of nm
Callahan's illustration of my story.
Angelee Anderson's story would make a charming children's picture book, I thought; lively and plentiful illustrations might make our modem American
children's lack of familiarity with many of the legendary and mythological creatures she mentions. The
story seems otherwise ready-made for such an
audience, except that the villain at the end needs an
appropriately child- like reason for pursuing the
heroine, such as her wealth, or some capricious
grudge. Has Angelee tried to sell it to a children's
publisher?
Gwenyth E. Hood
Hershey, Pennsylvania

You know, I just got a phone call from Charles
Schabel (wanting to know whether the post office
ate MC#B or are we running late... ? Do you really
need to ask?/) Anyway, he ALSO says we're as
good as, maybe better, than some prozines he
reads. My, my! Now if somebody would just give us
hundreds of thousands to produce it all nice and
slick ...
We also look forward to Vancouver (Mythcon XX check out the info on page 59). It's great that you
appreciate being illustrated in MC. Believe me, I'd
love to be able to pay writers and artists (with something more than comp copies) but /ife being reality
and reality being money, the best we can offer right
now may be those illos.
I thoroughly agree with you about "Ye Cinnamon
Beare" and, while I don't know if Angelee has submitted the story to any children's publishers, I think
it's a good example of the reason we SHOULD take
Joe Christopher's advice and send out 1 or 15
copies per issue to appropriate parties. It might help
build the reputation so many of our writers deserve
(and maybe help keep us afloat!).

o

Being a newcomer to the pleasures of Mythic
Circle, I opened #7 rather like a kid opening a
Christmas present I am glad to say that I was not
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disappointed. I enjoyed the artwork in the magazine,
and the layout was good. The one quibble I did
have was I found the stories printed in elite rather
than the larger print to be somewhat hard on the
eyes, though I realize that this was most likely done
out of space considerations.
THE SONG OF THE MOTHER OF WATERS by
Evelyn Cooper I thought was a wonderful story. I
loved the use of the river and three as virtually the
only characters, and the message, which was
powerful without being overstated.
THE DANCE OF THE BLIND by Jefferson
Swycaffer was the first true ghost story that I have
read which kept in mind that ghosts were human
before they were ghost. While I thought that what
had actually happened at the end of the story was
very important to their reader, I also felt that it was a
little overstated. It kept the reader going too long
after the last dance.
THE FLEEING WOMAN by William Saxton was
another story to put a different twist on a familiar
form. This almost fairly tale was a delight to read.
Gwenyth Hood's THE SWAN CHARIOT was a fascinating introduction to a person and a wot1d, but it
left me wanting more information about what is the
·seventh Level,· anyway? What is going on in the
politics of Jamun's family? I think this could be a
first chapter in a fabulous novel, but as a short story
it left me hanging.
THE UNICORN TAPESTRY by Lawrence
Schimel, I loved this delightful short story, especially
the irony of the warrior's quest for the cause of his
death leading to his death. The only point I
wondered about was the connection between the
Elf-king's daughter and the unicorn. Could this be
made clearer without spoiling the ending?
YE CINNAMON BEARE by Angelee Anderson,
this I think was a thymely sendup of the knight-errant, though my wife can't bear all those puns.
A HARPY'S LOVE by C.R. Schabel was an inter. esting idea, but I was disappointed at the end. How
was Nardia going to solve her race's dilemma? This
quest could be the basis of a great story. It is introduced without being followed through. While the
development of friendship between Nardia and
Byron was important, Nardia is given no hope of
real love at the end, but relegated to the unhappy
position of maiden aunt.
These are all the stories I felt able to comment
on, though I enjoyed them all. Thank you for a good
afternoon's reading.
Alex McGilvery
Englee, Newfoundland, Canada
The "elite print" represents time-saving considers-

tions: those are stories where the author has
provided us with hard copy to save us retyping into
the computer. We do reduce size somewhat and, in
the case of Dance of (he Blind. the column width of
the printout was really too wide (but we used it
anyway).
Check out Gwenyth's existing novel, THE COMING OF THE DEMONS, listed on our brag page. If I
understand rightly, it precedes the time of "The
Swan Chariot," which continues in the same world.
Glad we provided the good reading for an afternoon
- let me have my fantasies and tell me you curled up
in front of the fire with hot chocolate while a storm
raged outside the window ...

You can be very proud indeed of Issue #7. I still
have, and will treasure, my #1 ... This publication
has grown immensely and wonderfully ... You should
be very proud. VERY HAPPY that you have more
poetry than you know what to do with - like to think
that I gave that a small boost...Thanks too for the
picture of Pat Reynolds and husband. Somebody
forwarded her letter to me and we have been exchanging poetry ...did you know she writes as well
as anyone I'm familiar with in present-day so-called
"good" poetry mags? Hope she will consider publishing hers in the U.S.A., where I am sure she would
be widely read and near the top immediately ...
Charles Rampp
Baltimore, Maryland

We DO know what to do with all that poetry - print

it! Lots in this issue and I hope you enjoy. Thanks
for your continued support and for sharing your
opinions and observations with all of us.

Dear Christine, Lynn, S. Landon, Tim, Cindy,
Evelyn, Jefferson, Jo Anna, Debbie, William,
Gwenyth, Douglas, H. Lovekin, Angelee, Margaret,
Gary, C.R. Schabel, Janet, Mary, Joe, Diana,
Sarah, Stanley, and Ron;
It was good to meet so many new people in #7.1
hope I'm getting all your names right some of the
time - I am never quite sure where some of your first
names end! [Pat's salutation is the only one we run,
because it is so entertaining; everybody else says
"Dear Lynn & Christine," or "Dear Editors," or some
variation on same - LM]
•

Cindy, indeed no-one should feel incompetent at
writing letters of comment: if you know that you like
it (or dislike it). please say so, and if you can explain
why a piece provoked that reaction, please tell.

Being involved in another genre is an advantage, as
the editors of Mythic Circle (thank goodness) encourage genre-benders like mysett.
In reply to Diana's suggestions;·rnore from the
editors would be welcome. I personally do not want
Mythic Circle to become a "how to write fantasy in
76 easy lessons." The Letters of Comment fulfill
many of the functions of a "how to" guide, with the
added bonuses that they are focused upon our own
works and upon works that we have all read. It is
only in some special areas that those "outside" the
circle have anything to add: P.C. Hodgen on "First
Books" is one such. Perhaps "how to get shorter fiction/poetry published" might be another. A compromise might be for an "outsider" to write a column
(and I mean a column) on some aspect of writing,
using the world of the current or previous edition for
illustration.
The Mythopoeic Society already has two vehicles
for reviews: Mythic Circle should not duplicate
what they do. If they don't contain the style of
review you are looking for, the change should be
made there, not to Mythic Circle ..
To Janet, yes it was Castle Rising in Norfolk.
Rising has a dry moat: that's why it's terrifyingly
steep.
Nothing in this issue stood out as mind-blowingly
good, but some things were only a little short of it,
and there was nothing that I would say I found badly
written.
Editing the Sky was my favourite piece: I Js.oQw
that goldfish. The power of the imagery lies in
literalism and the use of metaphor and metonymy
derived from cliche. The one thing that stops this
from being brilliant is the last section. where it took
me several re-readings to register that the writer
has successfully split into two people, because the
desire for a walkman harks back to the girt in the
train. There is a need for this sentence, but I think it
would have been better to split it off from this section.
The fleeing Woman got better as it went on.
Having written that sentence, I went back to check
what it was that hindered the start, but could only tie
it down to the use of l2a.nd.i1. which gives too close a
geographical location, and suggests companions
where there are none. I found Lawrence Schimel's
work very promising. The two pieces are very different and show very different strengths: Camelot
Station is an expanded image with some marvelous
ideas (especially the jousting) and escapes the formula of "reaVrevealed by night," however, the poem
is not well laid out. Someone once said that free
verse is the hardest form of all, although Joe A.
Christopher keeps coming up with close runners. It
appears the easiest because there are none of
those fussy rules about syllables and stresses. I
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think anyone who wants to write the best poem for
his thought should know the rules for a good variety

of forms: my personal selection would include
English haiku, alliterative long line, and the
Shakespearean Sonnet. Then his choice of form
(and where and how to twist and break it) will be
based on thought rather than lack of knowledge of
the rules.
The Unicom Tapestry on the other hand, shows a
good understanding of rhythm and phrasing. Just
one thing, remember that the weaver must both
answer and tell truth: so she could not say "On it
you will see your death• because •you· could refer
to the knight who will never see the completed
tapestry. You could try substituting •one· but I think
that is quite wrong in tone, or •1t will show/depict
your deatrr which gives the tapestry an active part
that you may not like.
I hesitated a little before writing comments on
Sonnet for a Mystical Son and, to a lesser extent,
Bleeding Heart, for they are both so intensely personal. But the way I reason it, writing personally for
publication is not a private action, It goes beyond
being anodyne for personal devotion and into communication. Like all communication, even silence is
a response, and I think both deserve better than
that. First, sonnet: the whole is very well crafted: the
use of illiterate* within the strict form echoes the harmony and perfection of the death. As Angelee
writes t~at she "must trust the Lord in His intent" the
poem is cont irmation that she does.
Bleeding Heart might put some people off, it
makes no concessions; it has two very restricted
audiences: Roman Catholics and those who enjoy
reading this sort of thing in Middle English (I belong
to the latter group). I think that the opening is rather
laboured; given these audiences, the joy and physical realities of the convent can be a matter of
reminding rather than describing. The precise timelocation of "One morning" turns swiftly into "That
night." Perhaps the visit described in the opening
paragraphs could have been the last visit.
(In response to the editorial and new guidelines)
The policy decision to pref er subscribers' work is a
good one - I thought it was in operation from the
start: Poetry: generally, the standard is not as high
as in the workshop I belonged to at University. The
difficulties of writing mythopoetically and effectively
seem too great. It must be obvious to you that I
have a bee in my bonnet about form; please do not
take these two comments together to mean that I
would have you exclude everything without rhyme
(Please just exclude everything without formal all~erationl!I). Part of the problem is one of audience:
if you assume that they have all read a lot of fantasy, then the image of water running off the rim of
the wor1d is not as difficult to understand as it is for
the general literate reader. However, you have to be
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clearer about the whys and wherefores of the
image.. .Anyway, more poetry please, encouragement for s-t-r-e+c-h-i-n-g poetry. A poetry intensive
issue would be welcome... however, I believe a good
mixture of poetry and prose should be kept in each
issue.
Pat Reynolds
Milton Keynes, England

rNenner Christinenor I understand the use of this
word in this sentence - is this our poetic ignorance
coming home to roost or is it yet another example of
English versus Amglish??? Maybe you'd like to
answer Angelee's plea for help in understanding
Editing the Sl<vf Christine has abdicated her
decision-making authority to me when it comes to
poetry, so you can lay all complaints at my feet. As
mentionedearlier, we don't get many submissions
in classic forms, most of it is free verse {which I tend
to enjoy) and, if it grabs me or if I think a poem has
a particularly interesting subject or approach, I accept it. If it wouldn't cost an arm and a leg in overseas postage, I'dask you to come onboard as
poetry editor since I'm sure your knowledge is at
least an order of magnitude greater than mine! I
wouldn't be terriblysurprised (or even very disappointed) if TMC's poetry standardnever becomes
as high as that you experiencedin University,due
to the fact that most of our poetry submissions
come from non-subscribers;they miss the benefit of
comments and responses (although those same
comments benefit the workshop, independentof the
poet) and therefore will have a smaller growth opportunity than the poets who DO belong to the
workshop(subscribers).

I notice that the gaps between your issues are
getting longer - but as long as you keep printing
such high quality work, I won't complain. The
"quality" label goes for the art, too, although Tim
Callahan's drawings were very faint in my copy.
Swycaffer's piece had humor and dash, which I
especially like in historical fiction. This one also
evoked more of a "feet• of his chosen period than
the story with these same characters that you
printed a couple issues back, despite the breezy
style. The poetry varied; Anderson's sonnet is
probably the best thing I've read this year, and
knowing she wrote it for her little son evokes
Dorothy Dunnett's words about music: ihe knife
without a hilt.· My respect for her abilities increases
for the way she took what for most of us is wordless
grief and fashioned it into something that hints of
transcendence.

I loved Jo Anna Dale's second piece. She used
"wuthering" -- and made it work! Schimel's "Camelot
Station" was another good one. Some nice images
in Barwin's poems, but too much tangled underbrush, and I have to admit I am put off by the selfconscious preciousness of "i" instead of "I".
Reminds me of high school girls emoting all over
creative writing classes, featuring "i"s invariably
dotted with big balloons. {Lots and JQ1s of "i"s, too.)

Hood's story was a good read -- well written, and
I could not predict where it would go. My favorite
was "The Tobacco Seekers." I really like the way
Rossman handles his material, and his pacing and
language are smooth and assured. Tim Callahan's
drawing of Groundhogs' Mother holding the crystal
was breathtaking.
Seems to me you've had something by C.R.
Schabel before. Good storytelling -- but uneven handling of language and exposition. I was delighted
with Rake's charming illos. All other stories enjoyed
and appreciated, though I haven't much to say.
I want to make brief responses to those who were
kind enough to comment on my letter printed in #6.
To Stanley Anderson, about anthropomorphism: to
assume an animal has a nature is not at all to assume that that nature must be human. Re WIND IN
THE WILLOWS: when I was young, I was bothered
by the fact that toads don't build houses or drive
cars. This silliness detracted from the Truth that was
so effective in the "Piper at the Gates of Dawn"
chapter; later, Tolkien defined the problem for me,
calling it a matter of inner consistency. I could go
on, but I hate to take up space not directly related to
the stories in the issues. Can we agree to disagree?
To Diana Pavlac, whose letters I really enjoy: I
perceive writing and plotting as distinctive abilities.
Rather than pole-ax Mythic Circle writers, I'll mention some pro authors to illustrate my point. Gene
Wolfe writes extremely well - so well, that at first
one does not notice that he doesn't plot worth a
damn. His Torturer series meanders all over the
place, with sometimes hideous pacing, so one can't
even fit the episodes under the "picaresque" label.
So do the two other books, I forget their titles. In her
famous essay, "From Elfland to Poughkeepsie," Le
Guin points out that Katherine Kurtz turns in a
decent plot line -- something is always happening,
and there are generally reasons for the action and
reaction, if a little on the simplistic side -- but her
prose is somewhat pedestrian. To wind up, I see
writing and plotting as distinctive -- and characterization as a third element.
Mary-Edith Bridges
Seattle, Washington

gaps in our lives keep gettinglarger, too...
At first we were going to capitalize the gary barwinpoems but then (thinkingof Charles Rampp and
how he hates it if we "correct: his punctuation!) we
decidedto go with the author'sintent - even tho· the
editorsalso found the non-capitalssomewhataffected (and terribly cute). So it goes. Maybe that's
the effect he wants.
Seems to me the need for "internal consistency"
variesfrom reader to reader; every now and then I
read somethingwhich has COMPLETELY tossed
that concept to the wind. but done it with such abandon and enthusiasmthat I am suckedgiddilyalong.
always wonderingwhere the road will turn before
me. and usuallyguessing wrong. Then there are the
tales which fail miserablyin the same attempt. It's
rather likepassingsurrealism on the way to dada
and the fur-lined tea cup, you know what I mean?
You don't want to drink out of it, exactly,but then
again - what wouldit feel like? Would it tickle?
Warm champagne?No. no, it's absurd- and yet...
I wind up on your side of the fence when it comes
to story-tellingversus word-play.A good (but poorly
executed)story can take on some of the same
qualityof a mesmerizingghost story on a camping
trip:you'd be bored silly readinga verbatim
transcriptionon your lunch break, but at the moment
the~
itself catches you up in its own momentum
and you hang on every poorly-chosen word.Rather
like the bumble bee: aerodynamicallyunsound, but
nobody ever bothered to tell the bee...

Folks, you too can make your editorsleap and
frolic about in joy and exultationif you can supply us
with storieslpoems/LOCson computerdisk. We can
use almost any IBM-PC output (preferrabfyon 5 114"
360K disks)as well as some MAC and Amiga output.
One of the less rewarding,more time-consuming
demandsof this volunteer effort is typing everything
up; we do have a few typists who receive a free copy
in exchange for their slave labor but we're always
looking for new recruits there, too! Drop us a fine if
you're willing to type stories into a computerfor us.

Not only the gaps between MvthicCircles. but the
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